
Physicist 311 

Chapter 311: This Doesn’t Make sense 

After blocking the door and windows, Xue Fanxin and the others lived an ‘isolated’ life in the stone 

house. They had enough food, so it was not a problem for them to survive for three to five months. They 

comfortably lived in the stone house, eating, drinking, sleeping, and having fun. 

Xue Fanxin took out a deck of poker cards and taught everyone how to play Fight the Landlord as 

entertainment when they were bored. 

In the beginning, a certain lord looked very disdainful, but later on, when he saw everyone playing so 

happily, he couldn’t help but join in. In the end, he beat everyone until they were utterly defeated and 

miserable. 

“This doesn’t make sense. It doesn’t make sense at all. I was the one who taught you how to play Fight 

the Landlord. Why did I lose?” Xue Fanxin looked at the smiling Ye Jiushang. She felt that this guy was 

definitely not human. 

How could anyone be so lucky? He had good cards every time, and often, he would have both jokers and 

bombs. There were times when they would be hit with his bombs before they even had the chance to 

put down their cards. 

The loser would be drawn on the face by the winner. Look at her face. It had already been painted black. 

It was obvious how badly she had lost. 

Zhuri, Fuyun, Gu Jinyuan, Ah Wei, and others also suffered the same fate. Even Little Lei was no 

exception. Everyone had been beaten by Ye Jiushang. 

In the beginning, Little Lei was quite interested in Fight the Landlord. He was especially arrogant when 

he won, but ever since Ye Jiushang joined, he never won again. He had lost so much that he did not dare 

to fight with Ye Jiushang anymore. 

“Wuwuwu… I lost again. Master, I’m not playing with you anymore.” 

Little Lei was not alone in thinking that; everyone else also had the same thought. They really did not 

want to play with Ye Jiushang. The feeling of losing was really depressing! 

“You can even lose such a simple game. Sigh… I’m really lonely at the top!” Ye Jiushang had been 

opening up to everyone. Under Xue Fanxin’s influence, he had become much more humorous. At the 

very least, he no longer had a cold expression. He would often joke around, and his aloof aura was also 

gone. Sometimes, he made people feel quite amiable. 

All of Ye Jiushang’s changes were because of Xue Fanxin. 

Gu Jinyuan saw all of this and was even more clear-minded. He was over Xue Fanxin. However, he, the 

dignified Young Master of the Heavenly Treasure Trading Company, had his face painted black. If this 

matter were to spread, wouldn’t he lose his reputation? 

But what could he do? He was the one who had lost. 



“I’m not playing. You always win. We’re always the ones who lose. How boring.” Xue Fanxin threw away 

the cards in her hand. She did not have the courage to play cards with Ye Jiushang anymore, as she 

would lose miserably. 

“I won’t play either.” Little Lei also threw away the remaining cards in his hand. He secretly decided that 

he would never play cards with a certain lord again. 

Gu Jinyuan followed their example. He wanted to throw them away as soon as possible, but he had to 

pretend to be serious. He changed the topic in an attempt to hide his guilt. “The wind has already been 

blowing for four days. Why hasn’t it stopped?” 

These winds would at most last three days. No matter what, it would not exceed three days. But this 

time, it had already been four days. There were still no signs of it stopping. 

If this continued, many people from the four great families would starve to death. After all, they did not 

have as much food as them. 

“The wind will stop tomorrow.” Ye Jiushang played with an ace in his hand and had a faint mysterious 

smile on his face. Although he was speaking casually, his tone carried an affirmation. 

He was certain that the wind would stop tomorrow. 
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Chapter 312: Exposed Nature 

The wind lasted for four days and counting. The people of the four great clans did not have much food 

on them, and they were already famished. Even Su Baifeng, a newcomer, was hungry. 

When Su Baifeng went out, she would always bring her maidservant and followers. Food, shelter, and 

transportation were all handled by them, so she never brought food with her. Her maidservant did not 

carry much food with them. When she first came, Huangyi had already distributed all the food she had 

to the four great clans. Over the past few days, she had been eating the food her followers carried. 

At the start, Su Baifeng despised the dry rations her subordinates had brought and asked for delicacies. 

But no matter how much she complained, nothing was there. In the end, she gave in to hunger and ate 

even the most disgusting dry rations. 

Perhaps because of her empty stomach and heart filled with resentment, Su Baifeng’s temper had been 

very bad during the few days she had been living in Lian Fangcheng’s stone house. She often lost her 

cool, not only at her maidservant and followers but also at Lian Fangcheng. 

“Didn’t you say that the wind outside will last for at most three days? The fourth day’s almost, but the 

wind hasn’t stopped yet. Lian Fangcheng, are you lying to me on purpose? Do you think I’ll develop 

feelings for you if we stay in the same room for a longer time? So what if you’re the Lian family’s Young 

Master? Compared to the Ninth Lord, you’re far inferior! I advise you not to daydream. Think of a way to 

get out and get me food.” 

Lian Fangcheng had been suffering Su Baifeng’s anger these few days. The first two days were still 

alright. Su Baifeng was only angry at her entourage, but after that, she actually started scolding his 

people and even him. Her true nature was put on a perfect display. 



It turned out that the goddess in his heart was like this. 

The funny thing was that he had actually pursued her so fervently in the past. For her, he did not 

hesitate to turn down so many good marriages. He even caused a ruckus with the elders in his family 

and almost lost his position as the Young Master. 

However, there were two sides to everything. Although he had suffered quite a bit, he had seen through 

Su Baifeng’s true colors. From now on, he would no longer do anything stupid for her. 

“How would I know why the wind hasn’t stopped? Miss Su, please understand where you are. This is my 

territory. If I hadn’t reminded you out of kindness and taken you in, you would have been a dead person 

by now. In that case, I should be your savior, right? But how did you treat your savior?” Lian Fangcheng 

had been bottling up his emotions, but his tolerance had reached the limit. He could no longer control 

himself, and all the resentment and anger in his heart burst out. 

This was the first time Su Baifeng had seen Lian Fangcheng so angry, startling her. For some reason, she 

saw disgust in his eyes. 

Oh no, could it be that Lian Fangcheng hated her because of her inappropriate behavior recently? 

She had indeed been a little angry and had not kept herself in check. Her true nature was exposed. 

Perhaps he was no longer interested in her after her facade was broken? 

Who cares! She was not interested in him anyway. 

But she was not in a good situation now. If she fought with Lian Fangcheng, it would not do her any 

good. She might even land into more trouble. 

No matter what, she could not break all ties with him. 

Su Baifeng tried her best to sort out her emotions and suppress the anger in her heart. She forced out a 

smile and was about to comfort Lian Fangcheng, but unexpectedly, someone shouted in the room. 

“The wind has stopped. The wind has stopped.” 

Chapter 313: Much Worse 

As soon as the wind stopped, the people of the four great clans dashed out, including Su Baifeng. They 

were cooped up in the stone house and were famished. They had to find food, and even Su Baifeng was 

no exception. 

But running out would not do any good. Even in the lake, there were no more fish swimming. The 

surface of the lake was calm, and there was nothing. 

Someone suddenly shouted, “Quickly come and see!” 

Everyone went over to take a look. They realized that the words on the stone monument on the empty 

ground had changed. The incomprehensible words could now be understood by them. 

Seeing the content on the stone tablet, they were shocked. All of them had ugly expressions as they 

looked at the stone house Xue Fanxin was in. Their hearts were surging, especially those who had 

doubted Xue Fanxin before. They felt like they had been slapped in the face. 



The words on the stone tablet strangely turned into Tongxuan Realm’s language. It was clearly written: 

Fifty people have gathered. The game is about to begin. 

In that case, Xue Fanxin’s earlier claims were true. There was really such a ridiculous thing in this world. 

Someone was actually playing a game of challenge here. 

What was going on? 

Su Baifeng also came to look at the stone tablet. She did not know that there was a strange language on 

the stone tablet previously, but she saw the current words and said with a knowledgeable expression, 

“What game requires fifty people to play?” 

No one answered her. They practically ignored her because everyone was thinking of another person, 

someone who made them angry, hateful, and helpless. 

If Xue Fanxin could really understand the strange words on the stone tablet, did that mean that she 

might be able to take everyone out of this place? 

The feeling of being ignored displeased Su Baifeng. With so many people present, she did not dare to 

throw her temper. She had to maintain her image and could only curse in her heart. These detestable 

people were so happy when they stole her food back then. Now, they actually dared to ignore her. 

When she got out, she would definitely teach them a lesson. 

The people of the four great families did not have the time to care about Su Baifeng. They could tell that 

she, the number one beauty and talent of Heavenly Saints City, was inferior to the eccentric, barbaric, 

and crafty Xue Fanxin. 

Although Xue Fanxin had a bad temper and was arrogant, she had the right to act as such. What could 

you say about her? 

“Everyone, look! There’s a little tiger!” someone suddenly shouted. 

The crowd’s attention turned from the stone tablet to the little tiger. All of them were salivating over it, 

and even Su Baifeng was no exception. 

They had been trapped in the stone room for so long, and their stomachs were growling. It was rare to 

see an animal that they could eat, so they naturally would not let it go. 

However, this little tiger was so small, with only a few pieces of meat on it. How could it be enough for 

so many of them? 

Hence, it now depended on who was more capable. 

Su Baifeng also wanted to eat that little tiger. Just as she was about to unleash her charm as the number 

one beauty, she realized that the others had long rushed out to catch the tiger. 

These people were too much. How could they treat her like this? 

Just wait and see. 



“Miss, should we catch that little tiger?” Huangyi plucked up her courage and asked. She really wanted 

to eat meat. Her stomach had been empty for days. Although she would not starve to death, the feeling 

of hunger was really uncomfortable. 

“Do you still need to ask me that?” Su Baifeng was in a bad mood. She had nowhere to vent, so she 

could target her attendants. “What are you all waiting for? Go catch that little tiger and roast it.” 

The little white tiger had come to look for Xue Fanxin and never expected there to be so many people 

here. They were all fighting to eat it. 

Wuwuwu! How terrifying! 

Master, where are you? Come and save me. 

Chapter 314: Seamless Skynet 

Although the little white tiger was scrawny, its body was light and agile. A group of people chased after 

it for a long time but could not catch it. Even if they caught it, it would escape. 

This little tiger was too good at escaping. The dozens of them failed to even catch a strand of its fur. It 

was too infuriating. 

“Awroo, awroo…” The little tiger kept jumping up and down in the crowd. One time, it even jumped 

onto Su Baifeng’s head and randomly grabbed her hair before jumping away. 

Su Baifeng was so angry that she was about to go crazy. She decided to catch it herself. She took out a 

strange small net from her storage bag and threw it into the air, then chanted an incantation. 

With the incantation, the small net gradually became bigger, finally turning into a huge net. 

When the people of the four great families saw the large net in the sky, they all stopped pursuing the 

little tiger and hid outside its range to avoid being caught. 

“This is Su Baifeng’s Seamless Skynet.” 

“It’s indeed the Seamless Skynet. I heard that if they’re captured by the Seamless Skynet, even a Spirit 

Transformation expert will find it difficult to escape. Once the Seamless Skynet is retracted, they will be 

strangled to death.” 

“It looks like that little tiger will belong to Su Baifeng.” 

“Who asked us to be incapable of catching it?” 

While everyone was thinking that the little white tiger would be captured by Su Baifeng’s Seamless 

Skynet, a powerful sword qi suddenly attacked, interrupting her incantation. Following that, a crystal 

sword with a blue light flew out and pierced through the Seamless Skynet. 

Su Baifeng was furious that her incantation was blocked. Before she could open fire in anger, she saw 

that the Seamless Skynet was pierced by a sword. This enraged her. 

“Who destroyed my Seamless Skynet?” 



The Seamless Skynet was a magic treasure her mother had left her. It was incomparably precious and 

was even a life-saving item. But now, it had actually been damaged by someone. How could she not be 

angry? 

She looked at the flying sword. After cutting through the net, it flew back into someone’s hand. 

This person was none other than Xue Fanxin. 

The sword flew back into her body and transformed into nothingness. Xue Fanxin had absorbed it into 

her body and emitted a faint, mysterious blue light. She looked beautiful and mesmerizing as if a fairy 

from a fairyland had walked out. 

Su Baifeng felt inferior as she watched the scene. The feeling annoyed her greatly. She clenched her fists 

and swore to herself that one day, she would definitely crush Xue Fanxin under her feet. 

“Xue Fanxin, you damaged my Seamless Skynet. What is the meaning of this?” 

“You’re using it to capture my pet. Shouldn’t I do anything?” Xue Fanxin asked coldly. She could not be 

bothered with Su Baifeng. Hugging the little tiger that had already hidden under her feet and stroking its 

head, she reprimanded gently, “Oh you, you were almost captured and roasted, do you understand? 

Let’s see if you still dare to drink wine and act recklessly in the future.” 

“Awroo, awroo…” The little white tiger acted cute in Xue Fanxin’s arms and rubbed its head against her 

face, looking like it was fawning on her. 

“Alright, alright! It’s good that you’re okay. You’re not allowed to do such things in the future, okay? You 

actually got drunk at a critical moment. A certain lord is very angry!” 

“Awroo…” Oh no, oh no, I’ve made him unhappy again. How should I live in the future? 

Seeing that Xue Fanxin and the little white tiger were getting along so well, the people of the four great 

clans had no choice but to believe that the little tiger had a master. It was not someone to be trifled 

with. 

They could forget about eating a meal. 

Chapter 315: Deep Sympathy 

Su Baifeng’s teeth itched after getting disregarded, wishing to kill someone. However, just as she was 

about to fly into a rage, she noticed Ye Jiushang walking toward her. She immediately restrained all her 

anger and assumed a gentle, graceful, and beautiful facade. When Ye Jiushang approached, she took the 

initiative to greet him. 

“Your Highness, I didn’t expect you to be here too. What a coincidence!” 

No matter how good Su Baifeng’s smile or sweet her words were, Ye Jiushang ignored her. After arriving 

at the scene, he walked straight to Xue Fanxin and picked up the little tiger that was nestled in her arms, 

throwing it far away in disgust. 

“Ah Jiu, don’t…” Xue Fanxin wanted to stop him, but it was too late. The little white tiger had already 

been thrown away by Ye Jiushang. 



“Awroo…” The little white tiger flew in a parabola before falling to the ground. It was dizzy, and stars 

were popping up on its head. It could not get up for a long time, looking quite pitiful. 

Little Lei said gloatingly, “Serves you right.” 

He had not forgotten that this stinky tiger had abandoned him in the void passageway. 

Gu Jinyuan and Ah Wei had never seen the little white tiger before. They could only sympathize with this 

little cutie who had suddenly appeared, because they could tell that a certain lord seemed to dislike it 

and looked like he wanted to kill it. 

It seemed that it had angered a certain lord quite badly! 

“Ah Jiu, the little white tiger did not do it on purpose. It is only a young spiritual beast. Its intelligence is 

limited, to begin with. You can’t have too high expectations of it.” Xue Fanxin tried her best to put in a 

good word for the tiger. She knew how angry it had made Ah Jiu. If not for the fact that it was related to 

the Spacetime Emperor, Ah Jiu would have killed it long ago. 

Why couldn’t this tiger be just a little smarter like Little Lei! 

“I don’t have high expectations for it at all. I don’t want it to be of much use, as long as it doesn’t cause 

trouble. I never keep useless people by my side, even if they are beasts. However, for your sake, I made 

an exception.” Ye Jiushang was enraged at the thought of the little white tiger’s unreliability, especially 

when it got drunk last time. He had almost made them suffer at the evil soldiers. 

If Xin’er had gone back to save the little white tiger back then, she would have definitely been injured. If 

that had really happened, no matter how close the little white tiger was to the Spacetime Emperor, he 

would have killed this bastard. 

Fortunately, he had stopped her at that time and Xin’er was fine, so he endured it and did not kill the 

tiger. However, this was the last chance he was going to give it. 

Among everyone present, only Little Lei understood Ye Jiushang’s temper the most. Therefore, he knew 

very well how tolerant he was towards the little white tiger. If it were anyone else, they would have long 

been killed. 

“Ah Jiu, you can’t use human standards to measure beasts, especially young ones. No matter how 

spiritual they are, their intelligence is not high. They are very pure and often do things according to their 

own preferences, not understanding the twists and turns of humans. The little white tiger is still young, 

like a child. It needs an adult to nurture, guide, and educate it. Only then can it grow into an outstanding 

beast. Alright, alright! Don’t be angry at it anymore, okay? Look, the wind has stopped today, and the 

little white tiger is back. This is a good thing. We should be happy, right?” 

Ye Jiushang was originally quite angry, but facing Xue Fanxin’s words, her gentleness, cuteness, and 

understanding… In short, in front of Little Xin’er, he could not get angry no matter how angry he was. 

“I can’t do anything to you.” 

“There’s nothing you can do about me, but I can deal with you!” 

“Oh you, it looks like I’ve really spoiled you.” 



“Then, do you like the naughty me?” 

“It’s indeed different.” 

“Hehe!” 

Under Xue Fanxin’s teasing, Ye Jiushang’s mood slowly turned for the better. A smile gradually appeared 

on his face. It was so charming and noble that it made people forget where they were. 

Chapter 316: Danger Arrives 

As Xue Fanxin and Ye Jiushang flirted with each other, there was no need to mention how jealous Su 

Baifeng was. She wanted to draw Ye Jiushang’s attention to herself. However, for some reason, there 

seemed to be an invisible force restraining her, making her unable to move or speak. 

Why couldn’t she move? Why couldn’t she speak? 

Who was behind this? 

Could it be Xue Fanxin? 

No matter what happened to Su Baifeng, even if she was deceiving herself, she was unwilling to blame 

anything on Ye Jiushang. Even if the truth was already in front of her, she still did not want to believe it; 

the fantasy remained in her heart. 

She firmly believed that if she was sincere, she could achieve anything. One day, His Highness would 

know how good she was and return to her side. As long as she never gave up and kept working hard, all 

her dreams would be realized. Sooner or later, she would become the Ninth Imperial Consort, His 

Highness’s woman. 

Only she, Su Baifeng, was worthy of such an outstanding man. No one else was qualified. 
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Su Baifeng was unaware that it was Ye Jiushang who had secretly done something to her, making her 

unable to move or speak. 

Ye Jiushang hated Su Baifeng to the core. He did not even want to look at her or hear her voice, nor did 

he want her to affect his relationship with Xin’er. He could only let her stay quiet. 

The people of the four great clans knew how much Ye Jiushang doted on Xue Fanxin. They were used to 

such scenes. 

Initially, they thought that Su Baifeng had a chance. After all, the number one beauty of Heavenly Saints 

City had a dazzling reputation, but it seemed like there was no chance at all. She had lost to Xue Fanxin. 

Su Baifeng really could not compare to Xue Fanxin. You could only know who was better between the 

two of them after a serious comparison. Previously, they did not understand Xue Fanxin, so they felt 

that she was unworthy of Ye Jiushang. Now that they had learned more about her, they compared her 

with Su Baifeng. Even if Xue Fanxin was arrogant, crafty, barbaric, and heartless, for some reason, they 

still felt that she was better. 



Perhaps it was because Xue Fanxin’s personality was more outstanding, especially after seeing her 

sword technique. Also, with her carefree and uninhibited character, she gave people the feeling that she 

was so different from others. It made them gnash their teeth in anger, but at the same time, they had to 

admire her. 

As for Su Baifeng… she was also extraordinary but not that much than an ordinary heiress. There 

seemed to be no difference. 

While they were watching Xue Fanxin and Ye Jiushang flirt, someone suddenly shouted, “The stone 

tablet, the stone tablet has changed again. Everyone, come and look.” 

The stone tablet concerned everyone’s departure from this place, so it was a sensitive ticket. When they 

heard that the stone tablet had changed, they immediately turned their attention to it and ran over. 

The words on the stone tablet were gradually disappearing. When they became blurry, cracks actually 

appeared on the stone tablet. Soon, it shattered into pieces. 

The little white tiger ran in front of Xue Fanxin. “Awroo, awroo…” 

Xue Fanxin could tell that it had something urgent to tell her, but she could not understand what it was 

saying at all. She picked it up and asked nicely, “Little white tiger, what are you talking about?” 

Ye Jiushang did not understand it either. He looked at Little Lei and said coldly, “Explain.” 

Little Lei replied like a well-behaved child, “Master, it’s saying that the various array formations and 

mechanisms in the tomb have been activated. The danger is about to come, so it wants us to prepare.” 

“Awroo… awroo…”The little white tiger heavily, indicating that Little Lei’s explanation was correct. 

“Ah Jiu, does this mean that the challenge game is about to begin?” Xue Fanxin had not forgotten the 

content written in English on her first day here. 

Although she did not know what the Spacetime Emperor was doing, she was certain that this tomb was 

filled with danger. 

What game of challenge? To put it bluntly, the array formations and mechanisms here had been 

activated. All kinds of dangers were about to arrive. 

Just as Xue Fanxin asked this, she suddenly felt the ground shake a little. The stone houses on both sides 

were also shaking violently. 

“What’s going on?” 

Chapter 317: You’re Too Ruthless 

The people from the four great families were still puzzled by Little Lei’s words. Before they could figure 

out what was going on, a new change happened. The ground trembled more and more violently, and 

the incomparably firm stone houses in the surroundings actually collapsed. 

Facing danger, people’s hearts were filled with panic. Especially when confronted with the unknown, 

they would be even more afraid and nervous. 



“What on earth happened?” 

“The stone houses collapsed. What’s going on?” 

“Heavens! The ground is cracking too.” 

The people of the four great families were all in a mess. They gathered in twos and threes to deal with 

the crisis that was about to happen together. 

“Everyone, don’t panic. Stay calm.” Out of goodwill, Xue Hanxi comforted the crowd and calmed them 

down. 

Yi Fentian, Bai Han, and Lian Fangcheng also took charge and made their subordinates prepare to deal 

with the crisis. 

Su Baifeng had been trapped in the stone house for a few days and had understood the strangeness of 

this place from Lian Fangcheng. Although she did not know what would happen next, she was always 

afraid and could not help but approach Ye Jiushang. 

Her intuition told her that she would only be safe by his side. Only then would she be able to survive. 

“Xin’er, prepare for battle.” Ye Jiushang did not have the time to care about Su Baifeng. When the 

change first occurred, he had started to pay attention to any activity in the surroundings. He had already 

sensed that there was something approaching them. 

He was not unfamiliar with the invaders, but… 

Just as Ye Jiushang’s words fell, dozens of huge Electric Water Eels flew out of the lake. Every one of 

them was bigger than the one Little Lei had caught back then. 

Apart from the huge Electric Water Eels, there was a strange plant. Its vines extended out of the water 

and covered the entire ground, like long green snakes. They were filled with water thorns, looking very 

terrifying. 

Not only that but there were also Evil Bone Spectral Soldiers climbing out of the cracks in the ground. 

This was even more terrifying… 

“Young Master, it’s… it’s those moving human bones. They crawled out of the ground.” 

“No, no, ah…” Someone was dragged down by the Evil Bone Spectral Soldiers because he could not 

dodge in time. He lost his life right away, letting out a tragic cry that made people tremble. 

Then, another person was entangled by the vines and got dragged into the lake. 

“Ah…” 

In just two blinks of an eye, two people had died, startling the others. Even people of status like Yi 

Fentian, Bai Han, and Xue Hanxi were so frightened that their bodies trembled. 

“Your Highness, I…” Su Baifeng was scared out of her wits. She had long ignored her entourage and ran 

towards Ye Jiushang. Unexpectedly, a vine actually attacked her halfway. In a moment of desperation, 

she casually grabbed a person and threw him out to block the vine. 



“Ah… save me, save me! Young Master, quickly save me, save me…” The person was entangled by the 

vines and screamed miserably, constantly crying for help, but his efforts were futile. He was still dragged 

into the lake and died. 

The person Su Baifeng had thrown out was Lian Fangcheng’s subordinate. 

Lian Fangcheng saw all of this and watched helplessly as his confidant was dragged into the water. He 

wanted to save him, but he did not have the ability to. In the end, he glared at Su Baifeng and roared 

angrily, “Su Baifeng, you’re too ruthless.” 

He had risked his life to save Su Baifeng, but this was how she repaid him? 

It was not only Lian Fangcheng who had complaints about Su Baifeng, but the others were also the 

same. Especially the Lian family, they were so angry that their eyes were red, wishing they could tear Su 

Baifeng apart. 

They had not expected the so-called number one beauty to be so ruthless. What gentleness, beauty, 

generosity, and understanding? It was all a front. 

Chapter 318: Battle Begins 

Su Baifeng knew that she had offended the Lian family. Even the other families had bad opinions of her, 

but she could not care too much. 

If she lost her life, her reputation and image would all be in vain. 

Therefore, the most important thing now was to survive. Nothing else mattered. 

Su Baifeng chose to ignore Lian Fangcheng and continued to approach Ye Jiushang. But for some reason, 

even though she was only a few steps away, she could not cross over, as if there was an invisible force 

stopping her from moving forward. 

“Your Highness, Your Highness…” Su Baifeng could only shout, hoping that Ye Jiushang would divert 

some of his attention to her, even if it was just to look at her. 

But this glance was an extravagant hope. 

Ye Jiushang was currently busy observing the situation, so how could he have the time to care about Su 

Baifeng? Even if he had the time, he would ignore her. The Jiushang Guqin had already appeared in his 

hand. He was standing back to back with Xue Fanxin, prepared to fight off any invader and give orders to 

his team. 

“Little Lei, I’ll leave the Electric Water Eels to you. You must not let them approach this place. Zhuri, 

Fuyun, you are in charge of those vines. Cut off those that approach immediately.” 

“Yes, sir.” 

“Master, don’t worry. I definitely won’t let those fish approach this place,” Little Lei said arrogantly. 

Then, he turned to the approaching Electric Water Eels, “You detestable fish actually dare to cause 

trouble for Master and me. I’ll turn you all into fish ingredients. Watch me…” 
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Little Lei jumped up and threw a punch in the air. It was extremely powerful, sending several Electric 

Water Eels flying. One of them was even sent back into the lake. 

“Aiyaya, oh no. I used too much force and the fish was beaten back into the lake. Hmph, since you’re 

meant to be an ingredient, then come back obediently.” Little Lei shot out a purple light at the lake. It 

was like a chain as it pulled the huge fish. It lay on the ground dead, almost out of breath. 

The people of the four great clans realized that Little Lei was far more powerful than their previous 

estimates. Especially the two Spirit Transformation elders who had been kicked into the lake by Little 

Lei. When they recalled the situation, they felt a little afraid. 

They actually did not know what was good for them and overestimated their ability to yell at such a 

powerful person. They were stupid to the extreme. 

Su Baifeng also understood Little Lei’s power now. Thinking back to how she was educating him, she 

really broke out in a cold sweat for herself. On careful thought, having such a powerful person by Ye 

Jiushang’s side was a good thing for her. 

As long as this young man resolved the crisis here, wouldn’t they be safe? 

It would be even better if Xue Fanxin died in the fight. 

It had to be said that Su Baifeng really knew how to let her imagination run wild and even fantasize. 

Unfortunately, no one had the energy to care about her. 

The Jiushang Guqin in Ye Jiushang’s hand flicked out a few notes from time to time to deal with the Evil 

Bone Spectral Soldiers that were approaching them. 

These skeleton soldiers were extraordinary. They could not be killed or destroyed. Even if you smashed 

all their bones, they would reform. 

“Ah Jiu, we can’t kill these soldiers. Their numbers are also increasing. What should we do?” Xue Fanxin 

held the Xue You Sword in her hand and kept pushing back the approaching spectral soldiers. 

Her cultivation was not enough, so she could not casually scatter more than ten Evil Bone Spectral 

Soldiers like Ah Jiu. At most, she could only repel them. 

However, the retreating spectral soldiers quickly bounced back. There was no end to them. 

Chapter 319: Curse of Vengeance 

Ye Jiushang ordered Little Lei to deal with the Electric Water Eels and Zhuri and Fuyun to deal with the 

vines because he wanted to focus on studying the Evil Bone Spectral Soldiers. After all, they were the 

most terrifying. The other two were nothing serious. 

The spectral soldiers were not alive, so they would not die. The only reason they could move was 

because of their grievances and vengeful spirits. 

If they could eliminate the root cause, wouldn’t they be done with these Evil Bone Spectral Soldiers? 

“Xin’er, do you remember the Soul Awakening Song I taught you previously?” 



“I remember! Can the Soul Awakening Song deal with them?” 

“The Soul Awakening Song is not enough, but if you add the Curse of Vengeance, it might do the trick.” 

“The Curse of Vengeance? Is that difficult to learn? The situation is critical now, and I might not make 

it.” 

“This Curse of Vengeance is relatively complicated. I’m afraid you won’t be able to learn it in a short 

period. So you only need to play the Soul Awakening Melody next. Leave the Curse of Vengeance to me. 

With the two notes combined and the resonance of Jiushang and Xue You, it should be able to disperse 

the wraiths and grievances here. Get ready and begin the duet.” Ye Jiushang did not explain much. With 

a casual sweep of his hand, a guqin table appeared from his interspatial ring. 

Ye Jiushang placed the Jiushang guqin on the table and sat down. He placed his ten fingers on the strings 

and started playing right away. 

Xue Fanxin heard the leisurely guqin sound. It was extremely pleasant to the ear as if it could sublimate 

one’s soul. She even lost herself for a moment. Fortunately, she immediately returned to her senses and 

transformed the Xue You Sword in her hand into the Xue You flute. She stood beside Ye Jiushang and 

began to play the Soul Awakening Melody. 

The guqin and flute played together, and the Soul Awakening Melody and Curse of Vengeance were 

released at the same time, producing a powerful force. All the Evil Bone Spectral Soldiers were affected. 

Their movements gradually slowed down and became stiff. In the end, they did not even move. When 

the grievances and vengeful spirits dispersed, the human bones would lose their support and collapse. 

While the number of skeleton soldiers decreased, no one else climbed out from the ground. The 

situation was clearly improving. 

The people from the four great families seemed to have seen a ray of hope. They did not do much and 

only occasionally slashed at the vines that crawled over from the ground. As for the Electric Water Eels 

and the Evil Bone Spectral Soldiers, they did not have the ability to deal with them, so they could only 

hide and watch. 

Su Baifeng really wanted to go to Ye Jiushang’s side; she hoped that the person fighting alongside him 

was her. However, she could not take those few steps. To avoid the vines’ attacks, she had no choice but 

to retreat. Not only could she not approach Ye Jiushang, but she also distanced herself from him. She 

could only watch from afar as Ye Jiushang and Xue Fanxin played the guqin and flute. That beautiful 

scene really made her envious and jealous, but more than that, it made her feel hateful. 

If not for Xue Fanxin, the person by His Highness’s side would definitely be her. 
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She really hated it. She wished Xue Fanxin could drop dead. 

“Miss, be careful!” Huangyi did not stay by Su Baifeng’s side, because she knew her very well. At a 

critical moment, even if her family was by her side, Su Baifeng would push them out to protect herself, 

let alone a small maidservant like her. 



However, she could not stand by and watch her master in danger. Else, she would be in even more 

trouble. It would be fine if her master died, but if she did not, the one who would die would definitely be 

her. 

When Su Baifeng heard the shout, she realized that while she was distracted, a vine was approaching 

her and was about to wrap around her foot. If not for Huangyi’s reminder, she would probably… 

Su Baifeng did not dare to be distracted anymore. She cut off the vines under her feet and approached 

the four great clans. 

She was currently isolated. If she encountered danger, she would be in a terrible state. 

Since she could not go to His Highness’s side, she could only stay with the four great families. 

Chapter 320: Fighting Seriously 

When Su Baifeng came, the people of the four great clans were wary of her, afraid that she would push 

them out to be her shield. 

Although displeased, she did not have the luxury to care about what others thought of her. Despite 

being with the four great clans, her mind had always been on Ye Jiushang. As she watched Ye Jiushang 

play the guqin with another woman, she felt increasingly jealous. 

She had always known that Ye Jiushang had a special flute called the Xue You Flute. She had accidentally 

seen him take it out to study. 

Although she had only seen the Xue You Flute once, she could not forget it even now, always thinking of 

obtaining this flute. 

But now that the Xue You Flute had fallen into Xue Fanxin’s hands, how could she not be angry and hate 

her? 

Su Baifeng stared at Xue Fanxin, who was focused on playing. The longer she looked, the more hatred 

she felt. It was getting too intense. In the end, she actually could not hide it anymore, showing it all on 

her face. 

When the people of the four great clans saw Su Baifeng’s hateful expression, they were so frightened 

that they moved away from her. The number one beauty and talent in their hearts were no longer 

there. 

They then looked at Xue Fanxin, who was playing a duet with Ye Jiushang to defeat the invaders. She 

was so elegant and peaceful, and her spirit was so touching… No wonder Ye Jiushang had given up on Su 

Baifeng, the woman with the title of number one beauty. She was indeed incomparable to Xue Fanxin. 

Xue Fanxin was in a special state. Apart from Ye Jiushang, there was no one else in her eyes, heart, and 

mind. There was only the sound of the guqin and flute that the two of them played together. The realm 

of sound was very strange as if it had brought her to a place filled with the sounds of nature. 

She had comprehended the initial form of the Voice of Heaven and Earth previously, so what did she 

comprehend now? 



Even if she had gained some insights, she could not go too deep. After all, she was fighting. If anything 

happened during her comprehension, it would be bad for herself and Ah Jiu. 

Hence, she should fight seriously. 

With the duo playing together, the number of Evil Bone Spectral Soldiers decreased. The vengeful spirits 

around them gradually dissipated. 

On Little Lei’s side, dozens of adult Electric Water Eels’ corpses were piled up in a corner like a small 

mountain. It was a magnificent sight. 

Little Lei watched these Electric Water Eels closely. He would kill whichever one of them had survived 

and wanted to escape. Not a single one was permitted to leave. 

“How dare you run? Get back here and be my food!” 
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Seeing a huge fish being kicked back by a youngster, the people of the four major families trembled. 

Their hearts were filled with fear as they secretly sighed. Fortunately, they were not big fish, or they 

would be in trouble. 

Zhuri and Fuyun were also doing very well. With Gu Jinyuan and Ah Wei’s help, they did not just resist 

those vines; they even beat them back into the lake. 

Once the skeleton soldiers collapsed, the Electric Water Eels were beaten, and the vines returned to the 

lake, this terrifying crisis was finally over. 

However, before the people of the four great clans could feel the joy of surviving a calamity, a voice 

broke the atmosphere. 

“What happened? Why is it so noisy? Why are you all clamoring about? Don’t you know it’ll affect 

people’s sleep?” 

Xiao Muyan, this guy, walked out of his stone house. He started cursing before realizing what was going 

on outside. He soon realized that the situation was amiss and was stunned. 
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“What… what’s going on?” 


